In the preceding paper7), examinations on the responses of a node of Ranvier to direct repetitive stimulation under normal conditions were described. The object of the present work is to examine the same thing under electrotonus (E.T.)
and at the same time to compare the attitudes of spike and local response toward E.T.
METHOD
The method and the procedure were the same as beforen except that an electrical source(P) for E. N1,2,3, nodes (N2 in normal-Ringer; N1,3 in 0.3% cocaine-Ringer); S, stimulator; P, polarizing current; M, recording apparatus.
RESULTS
The case of low frequency stimulation.
It was stated in the preceding paper7) that the spikes of a normal node appear with an almost constant size when stimulated repetitively by a relatively weak and relatively low frequency stimulus.
Now under catelectrotonus (C.E.T.), the spike appeared somewhat smaller in size, as has been known (FIG. 2, The present investigation may be said to concern mainly, with the former.
Spike height in relation to E. T. It has been well known that the spike gets larger in A.E.T. and smaller in C.E.T.1,8,17).
It was the case also in the present investigation.
There is no doubt that the action potential varies with the resting potential:Ls).
Is then, inversely, the change of the action potential always and entirely simple result of change of the resting potential? In the case of E.T., for example, the reversed physiological effects of fast and slow or weak and strong E.T. seem to be suggestive of some change in the membrane excitability itself as partly responsible for the action potential change in these conditions (cf. 14 a, b with that in normal conditions. It seems to be due to the recovery which must be fast in A.E.T. and slow in C.E.T.
It has also been known that there is some after-effect of E.T. This was true also in the present investigation at least as far as the spike height was concerned.
The after-effect was, however, the same with the effect during the tonus-on in quality, and no reversal of effect was seen (FIG. 3) , at least in the range of strength and duration of the E.T. employed here.
The duration of the effective period was about in agreement with KIKUCHI et al. 6 ) who say that it is about 5 to 8msec without regard to the strength of the tonus.
3. Differences between spike and local response.
1) The so-called local response can be "summated" while the spike not1-2'13), 2) the size of the spike and that of the max. L.R. changed in opposite direction in E.T.12); and 3) the attitude of spike and L.R. to long and short pulse stimulations under E.T. are different from each other at least as far as the size is concerned.
These facts seem to support the view that spike and L.R. are different in nature and properties5,1203). According to YAMAGIWA19), however, these facts too are explainable from his "active area" concept. We cannot decide the matter for the moment.
4. The ratio Q (spike height/max. L.R. height).
The value of Q in long pulse stimulation is larger than that in short pulse stimulation, in both C.E.T. and
A.E.T. (FIG. 6) . This fact seems to support HODGKIN2), ICHIOKA and MEVES4) 
